AMIA Student Chapter Minutes 1.11.09

- **Tours**
  - WB archive tour vs. WB VIP tour. Discount available for VIP. More interest in WB archive among members.
  - Chase tour (and practicum available)
  - Cinetech tour – possibly consider after other tours of more interest
  - Getty tour – specifically Long Beach Video, Trisha will talk to Amy Sloper and get back to us on possible dates for tour.
  - Alice suggested a possible tour of Triage
  - Rachel suggested a possible tour of IVC

- **AMIA Conference Panel**
  - We can lead our own panel at AMIA 2009
  - Nina and Sadie both interested
  - Sadie will spearhead panel for now
  - Contact us (amiasc@ucla.edu) if you are interested

- **Website and Blog are up**
  - Website [http://polaris.gseis.ucla.edu/amia](http://polaris.gseis.ucla.edu/amia)
  - Please submit a blurb and photo for polaris site (amiasc@ucla.edu)
  - Anyone can post on blog
  - Any suggests of improvements (amiasc@ucla.edu)
  - Rachel asked about making the site linked to more sites, and making it searchable
  - The AMIA site will link to ours, but does not as of yet

- **ALA (American Library Association) events**
  - ALA Careerefest. Tuesday January 13th 12:30-1:30 IS Commons
  - ALA tours of SLRF January 15th and 16th from 1-2 RSVP to salvano33@gmail.com
  - Invite ALA members, and students in our IS classes to join AMIA (All officers will make an AMIA announcement in IS 431, Amy Jo will make an announcement in IS289).

- **Tour of LA Library**
  - Trish will send email with info on tour
  - For this and other tours, members should post tour photos on blog

- **Peer Mentors**
  - The Alumni and 2nd year MIASers can serve as mentors to the 1st years
  - We can serve as mentors to each other through emails and blog
  - Post blogs about internship and practicum
  - Post papers and portfolios
  - Offer advice to each other
  - There will be an email going out once some of past years portfolios have been posted onto the blog

- **AMIA Education Committee**
  - Contact Lance Watsky if interested in serving on Education Committee
o It was noted that Mark Quigley is stepping down from Access Committee
  o Alumni Stephanie Sapienza is involved with two committees, Moving Image Related documentation and Access

• IS department anniversary
  o Alumni Lindsay announced there will be an ALA student chapter Quiz Night, she will send more information

• Introductions of all in attendance:
  o Alumni Tim, Stephanie, Lindsay
  o Student officers: Meredith, Trisha, Alice, Amy Jo
  o Student members: Sadie, Rodger, Rachel, Nina, Sarah

• The next chapter meeting will be on February 25th at 1:00, location TBD – most likely in Westwood.
• Email amiasc@ucla.edu with any questions!